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CM As the director of a large writing progr4 I have;frbquent
; ,.

f

LW
tunities to discuss teaching problems with faculty members and tea4ing

Points of view or opinions stated in this docu
_ meini do not necessarily ripresent official NIE

position or policy.
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r
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'A;assistants; Many of these teachers enjoy their students. and disc uss their
_ .

writing courses enthusiastically. Other§ conSider teaching Composition a

/--duty; .they fight the assignment or believe that their efforts are wasted.

Some of the time; then; I feel as if I _Sharing a tonVersio -6iiperience

With another kindred soul. We agree oh the importance of What we're doing;

we willingly share teaching strategies; we solve problems by mutual consent.

At other timer, I encounter unhappiness; a kind of teSiStetice which may

express itself as hostility toward studAtis or toward other teachers, as

criticism of the textbooks, the syllabus:; the, teaching schedule, and the

-size of the class, or as statements about the hopelessness of teaching Any-
.

one anything about writing: Over the years; I've observed that. those who

most detest the teaching of writing feel lest cgnfident about what they are
_J_

doing; Their complaints seem to stem mostly from insecurity; from sometimes

totally subconscious feelings of inad4046Y. They believe that they know how

to teach writing; but at the same time they doubt that they're taking much of

a difference; Those wherijOyteaching composition- -and they may be young or

old, experienced or first-setester teatherSE=haVe COnfidence. They know wh',;.t

works; and if it doesn't; why. They aren't afraid to work through difficult

teaching and writing problems with students. They risk. They stretch them-

selves. "PERMISSION TO REPRODUCE THIS
MATERIAL HAS BEEN GRANTED BY

Erika Lindemann

f1
TO THE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES

CZ-) w INFORMATION CENTER (ERIC)."



What is .it that separates the. secure from the insecure? The confident

from the reluctant writing teacher? What doea'bne_goup know, or do, or

belieye that_the other grdup doesn't?

.-

FOrtunately, confidence 1,6Pt a matter of age'. We dorC,t have to be near

retire-tent to teach writing weXI.:To be sire, I1V6.1:earhed much from thosF
_ _

_whO.haVe taught compoeition.for:yeare-, who've eeenifada-come and go-,who are
, G

experienced writers and know firsthand what wars with words are aIlabont; But',

_first -year teachers haye also taught'me much: a respect for freshmen- the value,
.

of listening instead of talking aII th4 time, an ability. to appreciate the power

ofIanguage without Overwhelming'atudents with the latiaate terminology of formal

grammar; Becoming-a confident teacher, then, isn't just a matter of age-.

Nor is it the result of book learning; 1 010u, many fine writing .teachers

who've never read Aristotle, Quintilian, Cicero; Chomsky; Moffett,

Kinneavy, Macrorie; or Cooper and Odell. Conversely; I know some. teachers

thOroughly ftmillar with rhetorical theories but &labia to translate them into

practical ,help for students. I don't.4heaii to underestimate book learning.
. We

Can leArn much from the disciplines that explain how people use language.

Literary criticism, linguistics, psychology, philosophy, education,-rhetoric --

4All of theSe fields and their subspecialties can prevent us.from repeating mis

takes or teaching by trial- and - error: More important, book learning gives us A,

coherent ftatework for our teaching; BOOk learning. equips us with what-knowledge;

it helps us know what we're doing and why: It tells us, for example, that writing

teaches writing, that the beet way to teach writing is to let students write and

to give them constructive responses to their performances. Why? Because writing

is not a subject to be talked about; but an activity to practice.

But most book- learning stops there; What' we larh from reading is essentially

theoretical; historical, or empirical.' Books too infrequently concern themselves



with the.practice of teaching: Effective-teachers,, however, have the Skill,
6 ,

the happy ability to translate. theory into.practi66; They manage the leap

;from what-knowledge to how- knowledge; transforming what thekr want to teach

into a Soittessful interaction with Students; They have this ability, I
. - ,

,

,

, ,
believe, beCaUSe they are effective rhetoricians; They can communicate a

.

course outline, an assignment; a lesson plan; a set of comments on a student's

paper to an audience they appreciate and know reasonable Well; 'They may not
o

know consciously that theyare behaving rhetorically, but most Of the time,
..S

effective teachers co Atrol Well the balaing act WayneIlopth deScribeS-In

"The Rhetorical Stance" [CCC, 14(Ocinber 1963) 139745.3;

The "common ingredient" HOOth finds in all of the writing he admire6 is

something he calls "the rhetorical stance, a stanceNhich depends on discovering

____ _and maintaining in any writing Situation a proper balahceK among the three elements

that are at work in any communicative effort: ''the available arguments about the

subject itself, the interests and'Peculia ritieS of the audience and the voice,
,

the implied character, of the speaker." Just as effective Writers find a balance

between subject, audience and' their voice,.. so do effective teachers. Teaching,

like writing, occurs in a rhetorical context; SOMeOne Says soMething to someone

e- ihe for a purpoSe. We need to remember, of course, that in a writing class,

students are often teachers, teaching each other.or themSelves. The paid pro-

fessional responsible for the cIhss may.aIsd be a student, learning about composing

from members of the cla§S. Nevertheless, teaching, like writing, brings these

elements--teacher, student, subject=-together in proportions that vary from one

teacher and class meetigg to the next. Like writing, teaching expresses itself

in several forms'of discoUrSe--lectures, class discussion, cOnferences,.writing

o

workshops, assignments,.commtnts on papers. A11of these formS of discourse

exhibit special rhetorical Strategies and aims. How we teach depends on what we

teach, who our students arg, and what persona we adopt. As we plan, execute, and



revise our teaching performance, we continually realign our relationship to
T

/

our students and subject, eventually developing a style which best expresses

our,tadhing self.

-But teachers, Iike writers, sometimes fail to maintain "a proper balance

among the three elements that are at work in any communicative effort." They

overplay or underplay some elements, treating :"Unbalanced stances" which pro-

mote ineffective teaching; When the subject - =a model essay, grammar', paragraph

Unity, a textbook, a work of literature-- becomes the primary focus of a,writing

class, the teacher has adopted "the pedant's stance," which Booth defines as

"ignoring or underplaying the personal relationship of Speaker and audience and

depending entirely on statements about a subject." Such a teacher forgets

that courses about writing give students too little practice lining writing.

SiMilarIy, we. may know teachers WhO assume what Booth calls "the entertainer's
0

stance." Such teachers need to be the center of attention; need to cultivate'

the personaof,La comedian, an expert, a good Ole boy or girl. They sacrifice

§Ub§tance and students to their own. personalities, Charmsior -needs; Their

students either respond by becoming embarrassed or by Showing compassionate

tolerance as they help theteacher.affiAlM his or her telf=etteem. Teachers can
_/,

also adopt Booth's "advertiser's Stance which undervalues the subject and the
1

teacher's vOite,and.ovetvalues the audience; When this happens, students take

.control of the class, usually because the teacher is afraid.of students or
,

wants to.give them more responsibility for their own learning than they may be
_able to'handle. All of these unbalanced stances result frpm a teachet't failure

to bake effective rhetorical choices. They'can-characterize not only the clats-

_room' but also writing . assignments and respOnSes tostudent papers, two other

contexts in which teaching,ssrhetorit occurs... Let'-s examine the balanced

Stance in each. of these.three contexts;

In a writing class, the confident teacher,knows her 'material her stuAnts,

and herself well enough to act as A guide for less experientedwritert. The

5,



classroom becomes a place where students practice writing, What she has to

say matters less than what her student's do. Shd spends significantly less

time talking about writing than other teachers might but plans many'more

activities that encourage students to draft, and rewrite progressively:

more complicat'ed, pieces; She repIacs lectures with discussion and individual

conferences as students work alone or in groups; She encourages peer-teaching

so that students become better able to evaluate their own work; She tends to

avoid formal rhetorical or grammatical terminology and workbook -ish exercises

because they can become ends in themselves, not means to helping students

develop confidence in and control_over their composing habits. Students write

frequently in class; they discuss student papers.; they work out alternative Ways

to approach _assignments and writing prOblems1 they exchange drafts ofwork-in-

progress; If something called "paragraph unity" needs attention, the effective
I

writing teacher isn't likely to lecture on it or run the class throuera series

of lockstep exercises in a textbook: Instead, the class is more likely tb

examine several' student paragraphs, from previous papers, discussing what strategies

the writers used to hold paragraphs together. Then, the class is'likely to create,

several paragraphs; practicing the techniques and responding -tp their work.
. 1

Students learn by 'doing; :rheir activity; hot textbooks or iectures:(-de ines the

course. I once asked a teacher who conducts his class this way howhe-managed
t

pack so much activity into one hour; He told the that he preparei class by

answering three questions:

1. What do my students need ,prattiCe?

-2 What Will show them how to cio that? What.studentAgrAi.ngcan we

discuss to let them know ,they're halfwaythece

Whatcan they do in class to'gain confidence With the technique?

can they do?" is a very different question, of course, from "What- can I

-
class today?"
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,second context 'in which the
,

writing-teacher Makes rhetorical choices
, .

__Y.
,

iS, in draftitg assignments. Traditional assegnments'arg generally inadequate'

because they omit, disto rt,.. ieave to guesswork too much necessary infOr4

mation; They tendtb ignore Students' needs and overplay, the topic of the

assignments; the number of words requiedi.dr the widths of ?margins.:- Often,
.

assignments are composed orally in'clasg or slapped on the,board as thebell'

x rings. Consequentiy, students are likely to produce vague, generai.composi-
,

tions addressed to no one in partiCular:abbut a subiect they may be only-mildly

interested in; Writing assignments' ought to be a teaching tool; They hold a

course together; they determine the kinds Ofractioe studett%-have with writing;
__-

they serve as the basis for much class discussion. SO, we need tocampose each

assignmett carefully, assessing. its relationship to. other assignments, attici-
-m

J -
patitg_pt-oblOMS students might have, planning class diScUSgicitai groupwork, or

otter instruction to supplement the assignment. If the assignment is to teach
0.

.

composing and not simply how.high students can jump hurdles for a grade, we

need to write :therfaUt==And- rethink them endrevise them--until they refle-ct
'

appropriate decisions abbUt the abilities of DUX, siudetts:,and the task we` are

,
asking tylem to do We need to ask ourselves ,questions: .What d- I want my

students to do, Why? IS it worth doing? How do I want them to do 'the assign=

Meht? In what ways am I,givitg them practice. planning; drafting,: and rewriting

)their work? Have I given thet enough information to make effective detisio4S

abourtheir subject; purpose, fOrt, mode, -and audience? How does this assign;
,, _ .

,
Ment build on the practice they've had so far and prepare for more. complicated'

,

. :tasks later on? How much time in and out of class, will .students need for
.

t.

prewritingi writing; and rewriting? How will I;evaluate their work?.--What

,defines a "successful "response to this assignment? One way to answer:these

queStiOng is to write with,pur/studetts, respdhding to our own assignments-; If 4
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students impreime their-writing Z,1-1rough guide N preccice; Or wrOing.assic-.

!tae nts-represent_the majormeans; of practit14\the decisions writers make.

W;Tie6tive aasignments must be longer than Zile .ente0t, -and 4i
\

ve more 4.nfOrAa
_ _

I

-
c3: 140, a title: Thy need to incorporate.aS m

, .

-
Which, aCreallife-' helpos define. and'ab ve het

don't,,tte invite students tb perform poorly an
4

them betOM,fluent compOsini.,

y of the lactbrs aS possible

rical probletS; When the

an Opportunity to Help

-1Whetwe teSpOnd'tO the-writing dur_studentsaub it;.swe also need to

r4membet thetoricalprihti.pleS aiat govern how we express messages and'how

our audience is likely to rest -Ohl:I.' The only appropriate-purpose for commenE4
-y_ .

on scudentAjapers is to offer feedback and gude'learning--to teach.. Some

comments, however, seem to be written for other reasons: to daMn the 'ideas

with faint_ raise or snide remarks, to justify' letter grade.; .prove that
IP

a-teacher cat always find more errors than the student; to-confuse the writer

with cryptic correction symbols, contradictory adVice, or mysteiibUScirCles

.and lines. Marginal comments and endnotes must do more.than label.strengths
. _

L;,. and weaknesses. They 'represent an on-going written dialoguwW1th the student

about his or her writing, a private tutorial which explains not just what to

do but hoW.

First, comments should encourage:students to eview thlir work so that
t. ... _

b__ ,

nthey may apply what they've learned in writing' this paper or draft to the ext.

That means noting strengths as well as weaknesses; pointing out something

done well in paragraph three could alsoimprove paragraph sever. SeCOnd,

marginal comments ShoUld address a range of discourse features, not just

spelling, punctuation, and word choice; We need to'reSpond e() be arc questions

about.sentence and paragraph structure, organization, supporting evidence, the

writet's purpose and point of view, and sp on. Third; Marginal comments Shodld

avoid excessive correction symbols, technical terminology, and the private 'code
.

S.



and to

teachers and, editors know so well. The languages of copy-editing

ng are different. Our comments are intended for students, not

other teach not grammarians; not typesetters. We can also monitor
:

:igtudents' planning and.rewriting strategies if we ask theM to submit scratCh-

8

WOrk, freewitings, aqd drafts; If scratchwork is skimpy, we can suggest

additional prewriting strategies to rid future papers of unsupported generali-

nations. If draftsaren't messy enough or reveal thtst"rowriting" seems to

mean "substituting a. word here and there," our comments can help students

'change wt alat they do When they revise.
,

Finally; the endnote can help us teach writing if we use it for hiore

than justifying a grade on a paper the student hag already forgotten about;
a.

That paper is finished; as fat as the student is concerned, and unless it

requires substantial revision; the endnote must perve a different purpose;
_ ____ _

Its purpose _can be to_set goals for the next writing project. We .can tummarize

the marginal comments, applaud progress; and aug st specific ways to build

on that progress next time. Most of my endnoteA follow A.Sitilar formula,

which nevertheless varies a little depending on the student and the kinds of

problems he or he needs to work on; I compose endnotes by answering the follow-_

ing three questions (usually in this order):

1; What has this writer done well?

What are one or two major problems and why do they create

difficulty for a reader? Here, I usually select one or two

.problems to work on in the next papers -only one or two--and

explain why* they aake the message less effective than it could.

be Sometimes the problems are ones the student wants to work

on, information I learn from notes students attach to their papers

When they-turn them in.

3. Specifically, how can the:writer solve the problem? What can he

or She do o reach the goal I'fa setting?

5



Most teachers' endnotes answer the -first two questions but often neglect

the third; It's not enough to say "Your sentences are choppy" or "Vary

sentence structure more." Those words define ::problem; to be sure,. but

they don't offer much help to the student who wants to know how to solve'

it. They don't teach. 'Rather, they force the studentfAexperiment by

trial-and-error until perhaps three papers and four weeks later sentences

stop being choppy. To reach the goal more efficiently, the endnote could

suggest how to vary sentences, could prescribe some explicit behavior,the

writer can practice next time: I'd want to add something like this: "After

you get your ideas down in a roughldraft, combine and tighten'some of your

,sentences. Try introductory clauses, series, 'and some of the other construction's

you've been practicing in the sentencercombining exercises in class. If I see

you taking some.risks with your sentences, don't worry about comma problems;

we'll tackle them later."

Good writing teachers enjoy their work with students because they.are

confident of what they're doing; Their confidence may result froM experience

or from knowledge; from years of teaching or abundant reading. But the akilla

they have, the sorts of, things they Ao, are notthe exclusive property of the

,
well-read and the experienced. Although writing teachers work with students

in many contexts, the three settings I have discus'ed are perhaps the most

significant. Regardle.ssof differences among institutions; students, and

teaching styles, all of-'4.a_writl.ng teachers conduct classes,, make lassignments,,
,

and ,comment on Student writing. Good writing teachers approach this work in

ways that seem to some, to d from traditional methods of teaching. The

Skill a good writing teacher possesses is the ability to question those methods,

to keep a ling "How should I. do.othis?" Many traditional teaching practIceswe

inherited were mearq to help students learn grammar or literature or ot1-



academic subjects. '%As we've revised our understanding oC what people do

whetihey write, we''Are also had to review how we t-eil-ch writing. We've had

to redefine what teaching and learning.mean in a writing Class, where what

we teach and what students learn is not a body of facts but a process; an

activity which requires practice. It's appropriate; then, to rethink what

goes on in a writing class, what makes a good writing assignment, and what

our comments say to students about their writing. All three questions

address the reldtionships among students, teacpersi.and a subject called

10

"the composing process." Because theS6 questions require us to know who pays'

whatto whom for what purpose,. because the are questions rhetoric has alay§

concerned itself with, the anIers, I think; will come from viewing teaching

as a rhetorical art.

1 1

Erika Lindemann
DireCtOr of Composition
Department of English
University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
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